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The Beha Raw series, with its paintable front panel, is something 
completely new! I love that the heater easily can be painted in the 
color of the room, so that everything flows beautifully together. It 
blends in and creates a complete interior. Finally, this long-awaited 
and necessary panel heater has arrived on the market. I’m so proud 
and grateful for the opportunity to be the ambassador for Beha Raw.

A BRAND-NEW PANEL HEATER 
WITH PAINTABLE FRONT

BEHA RAW
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NEW 2024 BEHA RAW

WHERE COLOUR,  
CREATIVITY AND  
HARMONY MEET

In collaboration with interior designer Halvor Bakke, 
we proudly present Beha by Halvor Bakke - a new and 
pioneering interior series of panel heaters.
 
The Raw series comes with fronts in a structured mate-
rial that can be painted!

Panel heaters were a popular innovation when intro- 
duced at the beginning of the 20th century. It is still 
one of the most practical and efficient complementary 
heat sources in Norwegian houses and cabins to ensure 
a comfortable indoor climate.

FUNCTIONAL AND GOOD LOOKING
Beha produces a wide range of panel heaters. All are 
at the forefront when it comes to quality, technology, 
and functionality. There are, however, many interior- 
conscious people who have long wanted a heater that 
overall fits better into an interior. This is exactly what 
we are addressing together with Halvor Bakke, and the 
Raw series is thus setting a completely new standard 
for the product category. With Raw, you create a room 
that is not only comfortably heated, but that comple-
ments the interior and creates harmony.

YOUR STYLE - YOUR CHOICE
All people are unique. We have different needs, iden-
tities, and interior preferences. Raw comes with front 
panels made of a heat-resistant and structured mate-
rial that can be painted in exactly the color you want. 
This means that you can let the heater become a natural 
part of your interior plan. Create an eye-catcher with 
a contrasting colour or make the heater ”invisible” by 
painting it tone-on-tone with the room’s other colours. 
If you prefer the natural, slightly rough look, the heater 
can also be used as is. The front panels are delivered 
untreated and raw, and the appearance will vary from 
heater to heater. This is what gives these panel heaters 
their distinctive character and is precisely why we have 
chosen to call the series Beha Raw.

Together with Halvor Bakke, we now begin the journey 
with Raw. As an interior designer and with his passion 
for a nice and cozy home, he is an invaluable partner 
when it comes to showing the possibilities Raw opens 
up.
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UNIQUE AND DISTINCTIVE
Whatever you choose to do, a Raw panel heater will add 
something unique and distinctive to your home. The 
material used in the front panels is carefully selected. 
It distributes the heat evenly over the front, withstands 
high temperatures, while the surface feels warm and 
”soft”.

RAW WITH GENERATION 2
Beha Raw is equipped with our Wi-Fi Gen 2 technology. 
This gives you easy connection via Bluetooth® to your 
Wi-Fi network. With our Beha app, we keep it simple 
and user-friendly. Create programs for day/night lowe-
ring of the temperature. If you have small children, you 
can easily put the heater in child safety mode (CHD), 
so that it is not overridden. When you ventilate, the  
heater will register the temperature drop and go into 
Open window mode. Then the temperature will be  
reduced for a period and help you save electricity.

Since Beha Raw has Wi-Fi with Generation 2 connecti-
vity, you can control it wherever you are, provided it has 
power and an internet connection. This way, you can 
control the electricity consumption of your comple-
mentary heating, and frost-proof the home during 
cold periods. In other words, control and convenience,  
wherever you are.

ELEGANT WITH FLOOR DISPLAY 
The Raw series is the only one on the market to have 
an elegant floor display. This makes it easy to see which 
temperature has been selected. You can modify the 
temperature either through the app or directly on the 
heater, and it will promptly display clear, easily readable 
numbers and letters, regardless of the room’s lighting 
conditions.

The Raw series comes in three variants. 
Information about these can be found 
under ”About Beha Raw” on page 10.
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”Beha Raw is not a panel heater, as it has traditionally been 
thought of. This heater disappears into the interior. With its soft 
and delicate design, it blends effortlessly into any interior, as 
a discreet but indispensable part of home heating. This heater 
is not just a source of heat, it is a gift for interior designers. The 
ability to effortlessly alter its expression allows it to seamlessly 
blend into any interior and contribute to a unified aesthetic. With 
the user-friendly app interface, you attain full command of the  
heating system, whether you’re at home or in a cabin.” 
 
– Halvor Bakke







 

ABOUT THE BEHA RAW SERIES 

FACTS AND FEATURES
 — Paintable front panel 
 — 3 variants 
 — Floor display 
 — Generation 2, Wi-Fi connection via Bluetooth®  

NEW 2024

BEHA RAW HR 8 WI-FI GEN 2 HR 10 WI-FI GEN 2 HR 12 WI-FI GEN 2

Watt 800W 1000W 1250W

Height (mm) 448 448 448

Length (mm) 706 830 954

Color, untreated Natural Natural Natural

Paintable, detachable front  ˵   ˵   ˵  

Item no. 810660 810661 810662

Nobb no. 60163559 60163560 60163561

El.no. 54 008 65 54 008 66 54 008 67

Nemko  ˵   ˵   ˵  

Ecodesign 2015/1188  ˵   ˵   ˵  

IP classification: IP20  ˵   ˵   ˵  

Current 220 – 240 V  ˵   ˵   ˵  

Weight (kg) 7,5 8,6 9,8

Surface temp. 55°C 55°C 55°C

Features

Wi-Fi via Bluetooth®  ˵   ˵   ˵  

Remote control via Wi-Fi  ˵   ˵   ˵  

Can be used manually  ˵   ˵   ˵  

Open-window detection  ˵   ˵   ˵  

Child safety (CHD)  ˵   ˵   ˵  

Electronic thermostat  ˵   ˵   ˵  

Floor display  ˵   ˵   ˵  

Day/Night setback program  ˵   ˵   ˵  
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BEHA RAW
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CHOOSE THE RIGHT HEATER

HR 12 GEN 2, 1250 watt

8 - 12 m²

HR 10 GEN 2, 1000 watt

6 - 10 m²

HR 8 GEN 2, 800 watt

5 - 8 m²

448 mm

706 mm

830 mm

954 mm

To follow Beha on Instagram, 
scan the QR code. Share your 
photo with #mybeha and 
maybe its featured.

@behanorway #mybeha.



Beha since 1917 BEHA ELEKTRO AS

Evjeløkka 3
N-1661 Rolvsøy 
Norway
beha.no
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